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2. Abundant resources: 

2000+ TV channels and 

film and television 

resources

3. One-time purchase, free 

forever, and updated 

forever

4. Ultra-clear decoded 

video, the picture is 

smooth and not stuck

Main Selling Point

1. A large number of third-party 

applications: including various 

types of applications, 

singing,listening to books, 

playing games...



Main Selling Point

5. Multi-language (voice) recognition: 

support Cantonese, Mandarin, and 

English.

6. High hardware configuration 

and high memory.

7. Free shipping all over the world, 

door-to-door delivery, choose the 

fastest logistics method.
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Entertainment activities 

such as listening to 

music, listening to books, 

playing games, etc.

Entertainment activities

02Voice input, only one 

sentence is needed to 

change channels.

Voice input

05 Support seven days to 

look back.

Special

03 Online on-demand/live 

broadcast and adult channel.

Resources

01 Multi-national channels, 

massive film, and television 

resources.

Channels

Product Features



Product Advantages

Ø Compared with other brand TV boxes on the market, the 

live channel is smoother and does not freeze.

Ø Have a dedicated mobile phone remote control application-

Smart Wizard.

Ø Small size, easy to carry.

Ø The operation is simple, and the installation of the 

application is very simple.



Product Advantages

Ø One-time purchase, free viewing forever, and 

permanent update.

Ø Multi-language recognition (Mandarin, 

Cantonese, English), Multilingual subtitles.

Ø Free plug adapters, the default is American 

standard and British standard (we have European 

standard, American standard, British standard, 

Australian standard).

Ø Abundant accessories (plug, voice remote 

control, manual...).
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“S”series is less than “P” 

series (USA, Canada, UK, 

and Indonesia).

Difference Between 
TV Channels

02Customs clearance is a random 

inspection by the customs. Very 

few cases are spot-checked, 

and when we ship the goods, 

the price written on the invoice 

is very low, so the cost of 

customs clearance is also 

relatively low.

Clear Customs？

05
This product is purchased once, 

free forever, and updated 

forever.

Annual Fee or a Monthly 
Fee?

03
Enter in the EVPAD browser: 

12348989.cc.

How to Download Hidden 

APP？

01 On the homepage, press 

"6868" on the remote control, 

and an interface will pop up 

after a while, click

"xpress install" one-click 

download and installation.

How to Download APP？

FAQ



Hardware 

Configuration

Software 

configuration
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https://www.evpadpro.com

+852 5178 1233

sales@evpadpro.com

Whatsapp WeChat


